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INTRODUCTION 
The Vierendeel Truss, or Rigid Frame Truss, was first intro-
duced by Professor Arthur Vierend.eel in Belgium at the beginning of 
the century. The Vierendeel Truss differs from the more common 
triangulated truss in that it contains no diagonal members. The 
members of the truss are joined rigid:cy together and each member is 
required to transmit bending, shear and direct stress. 
Professor Vierendeel claimed (1), that Vierendeel Trusses are 
2!J to 30 percent cheaper than the conventional type of truss. This 
statement has been challenged by m.any who believe that this type of 
truss is tundam.enta.J.zy interior to the more conventional type. The 
chords of a Rigid Frame Truss will necessarily be heavier than the 
chords of a conventional truss of the same depth, since the axial 
loads in the chords of both types will be the same, whereas the chords 
of the Vierendeel Truss will have bending stresses in addition to 
axial stresses. The total weight o~ the web members however, will 
be less in the case of the Vierendeel Truss. D. L. Dean, in a 
e.omparative study (2), found that weight-wise there is very little 
difference between the two types ot trusses. 
Possible advantages of the rigid frame tr~s are simplicity of 
form, simpler details, and resulting cheaper fabrication. In the 
c.ase of the rigid frame truss, the rigidity of the joints, which is 
almost automatically obtained by the use of welded connections, is 
tully utilized. In the conventional type of truss, joint rigidity 
(1) All references are in the Bibliography. 
2 
is the cause of embarrassment due to the so-called "secondary stresses" 
which result. Therefore it seems possible that highe,r allowable 
stresses could be used in the case or the Vierendeel Truss. 
The Vierendeel Truss in its various forms (Figure 1) has been 
used extensively in Europe, particularzy- in Belgium. In the United 
States, however, with the exception of a series of ot Highway 
Bridges (3) built in California in 1937, the Vierendeel Truss has not 
been widely used. The widespread controversy which exists as to the 
merit and economf of this type or construction, coupled with the 
apparent complexity of the analysis accounts for its lack of accept-
ance. 
The purpose of this study is to make a . critical review of the 
methods of analysis of Vierendeel Trusses and to recommend a rational 
and practical method for design. 
3 
(a) Parallel cherd 
(b) Curnd chord - quadrangular panels 
( o) Pu.llJ' eurY8d chord - trianglllar end panels 
nGURB 1 
CCHDl FQRH) or THB VIERmDEEL TRT.r3S 
.ANALYSIS OF STATICALLY INDETEIU>UNATE STRUCTURES 
The most basic method .for the solution of indeterminate 
structures is the method of consistent deformation. In this method 
the internal forces are released at selected points in the st1~cture 
until the structure becomes statically deter.rrdnate. The number of 
releases necessary then being the degree of redundancy of the 
stx•ucture. The statically determinate structure is loaded with the 
externally applied loads and the redundant forces and/or moments at 
the releases. The deflections and/or rotations of the releases are 
then calculated in terms of ·the redundants. For consistency with 
the original structure, these deflections and/or rotations must be 
zero. Thus for an N times redundant structure, N releases will be 
necessary and the solution .of N simultaneous equations will evaluate 
the redundant a. 
Another approach which yields the same equations as the method 
or consistent deforrr.ation is the method of least work. Castigliano~s 
second law states that the redundants in a statically indeterminate 
structure are such as to make the total internal strain energy a 
minimum. Therefore, if the total strain energy in an indeterminate 
structure is expressed as a function of the redundants, the partial 
derivative of the total energy with respect to each redundant, set 
equal to zero, will yield the required N equations. It can be seen 
that if Castigliano's first law (the partial derivative of the strain 
energy with respect to one of the loads on a structure is equal to the 
deflection or rotation at the load, in the direction of the load) is 
used to calculate the deflections and/or rotations in the method of 
consistent defonnation, the same equations will result. 
In the method of slope-deflection, the translations and 
rotations of the joints of the structure are taken as the unknowns. 
Equilibl'ium of the corresponding internal forces and moments then give 
a series ot simultaneous equations, which may be solved for the 
rotations and translations. The internal moments m;q then be obtained 
by substitution in the slope-deflection equations. 
In the slope-deflection method, the number of simultaneous eq-
uations ma_,v be more or less than N, (the degree of redundancy of the 
structure) depending upon the arrangement of the structure. By using 
moment distribution, an iterative procedure for solving slope-
deflection equations, the number of simultaneous equations may be 
reduced to the number of joint translations. 
In the methods of slope-deflection and a moment distribution, 
the equations are derived on the assumption that the rotations and 
translations are due to flexural deformation onzy. This is justified 
for the majority of engineering structures. However, in some 
structures 1 the deflections and rotations are appreciably affected by 
the deformations due to axial and shear stresses in the members. 
When web cases exist, the methods of consistent deformation or least 
work may be used, since ill these methods the effect of flexural 
.stresses, direct stresses and shear stresses may be included. 
In the anal.ysis of highly indeterminate structures by the exact 
method, the labor involved in the solution or the simultaneous 
equations is prohibitive, therefore approximate methods have been 
generally used. In the past ten years, however, the development of 
the electronic digital computer has relieved the st~ctural engineer 




ANALYSIS OF VIERENDEEL TRUSSES 
The Vierendeel Truss is a highly indeterminate structure, -three 
times redundant for each panel. For truss (a) of Figure 1, the 
solution of fifteen simultaneous equations will thus be required for 
the exact solution, while for trusses (b) & (c) of Figure 1, eighteen 
simultaneous equations will result. If the axial and shear defor-
mations may be neglected, use of the moment distribution method gives 
only one third the number of equations (one per panel). 
In the literature on this subject several approximate methods 
(4) (5) have been developed. These methods simplif.y the solution 
using consistent deformation, by assuming the position of the points 
of contraflexure in the vertical members, the assumptions being 
verified by a series of photo-elastic tests (5) (6). The effect of 
these assurr~tions is to reduce the number ot equations required for 
the solution. 
The fact that the above m~thods neglect the axial deto~ation 
of the members, has been the cause of frequent criticism. J. D. Gedo 
made a comparison (7), between the results of the exact analysis, first 
neglecting, then including the effect of axial deformation. This 
comparison showed that the magnitudes of the direct stresses were not 
appreciably affected, whereas the maximum chord moments were in error 
approximately 5% as a result of neglecting axial deformations. 
The effect ot the shear distortion ot the members may be 
neglected in all cases. This effect only being appreciable where 
the depth of the members is large compared to the length, a condition 
most unlikezy to occur in a trussed structure. 
In the case of Vierendeel Trusses with quadrangular panels and 
normal proportions, the effect or axial and shear deformations may be 
neglected. The most unfavorable arrangement would be a truss of very 
low depth to span ratio, and individual members with high moments of 
inertia and low areas. For Vierendeel Trusses with quadr&ll.gular 
panels, the moment distribution method appears to be the most sui table 
since the number or simultaneous equations to be solved is reduced to 
the number of panels of the truss, and the solution involves no other 
assumption than the neglect of axial deformations. The moment 
distribution method is also· without doubt the method with which 
present day engineers are most familiar. 
The moment distribution n1ethod1 or any other method which 
neglects &xial deformations, cannot be applied to the Vierendeel Truss 
with triangular end panels (Figure 1 type c). In the region or the 
triangular panel, to attain consistent deformation, the axial 
deformations must be or the same order as the flexural deformations,· 
and are therefore not negligible. It seems that the exact solution, 
including the effect of axial deformation, is required in this case. 
The general solution, including the effect of' axial defor-
mations, !or trusses with rigid joints has been programmed for use on 
a digital computer (8). In addition, programs for the solution or 
simultaneous equations are available for all computers, and even the 
smallest commercial computers can handle up to .30 simultaneous 
.equations. With the use of these tools the exact solution of' the 
Vierendeel Truss with triangular end panels~ fairly easily be 
obtained. 
8 
ANALYSIS OF VIERENDEEL TRUSSES WITH QUADRANGULAR PANElS '. 
Consider the truss shown in Figure 2. This truss has parallel 
chords and quadrangular panels, and JD81' therefore be conveniently 
analyzed by the method of moment distribution. 
In this ~vsis it will be assumed that loads occur o~ at 
the panel points, and that the lengths of the members r~ain constant. 
For this truss there are four possible joint translations, as 
illustrated in Figure 3. These translations are applied indi vidu~ 1 
allowing no rotation of the joints (Figure 3). The corresponding 
fixed-end moments may then be calculated for the distorted members, 
thus: 
F.E.M.'s = 6 E I A 
L2 
where, E = Young's Modulus for the material of the member 
I = Moment of Inertia of the member 
Ll = Lateral distortion or the member 
L = Length o£ the member. 
For the truss of Figure 2, all members have the same length, 
are of the same material, and have the same moment of inertia. There-
fore putting, 
= C = constant 
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JOIHT TRdSL&TI<IIS fat VIIRENDDL TlltJSS WITH 
PARliJJ!I. CHORm AID QUADIWIGULAR P!BLS 
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For translation (l.) (Figure 3). the :tixed end moments tor each 
distorted member are. 
F.E.M.ts =- C A 1 
F.E.M.ts • 1•000 K1 
similarlY. for translations (2). (3) and (4) (Figure 3) the F.E.M.'s 
are 1000 K2• 1000 K3 and 1.000 K4 respecti veq. 
Taking each translAtion independentlY • the joints can now be 
ttunl.ocked"• and the moments distributed around the frame using the 
Hardy Cross moment distribution method. The results or this 
distribution, tor each or the translati ons ot Figure 3. are shown in 
Figure 4• 
The final moment distribution in the truss is the sum ot the 
four distributions shown in Figure 4· The va1ues of K1, K2• K3• and 
K4 can be evaluated tor any loading system. by putting the exte~ 
applied shear in each panel• equal to the summation ot the shears in 
the lower ani upper chords in that panel. 
For the loading shown on Figure 2. 
Shear in panel 1 • 1500# 
Shear in power chord member in panel. 1 =- (605 + 815) K1 -
10 
(9Q + 265) K2 + (40 + 6) K3 - (462 + 380) Ki. 
10 10 10 
=- lA2 K1 - 35.5 K2 + 4.6 K3 - 84.2 ~ 
0 
.g15 -839 -703 ~68 +103 -40 -6 
0 0 
0 
-90 52 -ss2 -7rn +2 s 
-6Q5 
-317 -329 -329 -317 -380 
-462 -380 -317 -329 -329 -.317 -)SO 
FIGURE 4 
DISTRIBUTED K>MENTS J.'t THE JOIH'l'S, DUE TO THE 
IUSPECTIVB JOINT TRANSLATIONS (FIG.)) 
1_3 
Shear in upper chord member in panel. l. = same as lower chord. 
Therefore. 
1500 • 284 K]. - 71 K2 + 9.2 K3 - 168.4 K4 --------- (1) 
Sim11arl1'. appq-ing to panels (2) (3) and (4). the ~ollowing equations 
result. 
500 =- -74.2 K1 + 311.8 K2 - 308 K3 + 129.2 K4 -------- (.3) 
1500 =r 9.2 K]. - 71 K2 + 284 K.3 + 168.4 K4 ---------- (4) 
For the particular case o~ the symmetrical loading shown in Figure 2. 
A1=- A3 
fl4:a0 
thus. the .tour equations reduce to. 
the solution o.t which gives. K1 =- K.3 :a 7.8 ft. lb. and K2 • 11.1 .tt. 
lb. 
Mul.tiplying the moments (n.gure 4) by the appropriate K value 
and adding the ~our cases. gives the 1'1na1 joint moments and the 
bending moment diagram shown in Figure 5. 




I ~ o~ truss 
I 
1.98 
(a) Bending moment diasraa (B.H's in np-rt.) 
(b) Elastic curve 
FIGURE S 
BERDING MOMEN'l' DIAGRAM AND ELASTIC CURVB 
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1000 K1 • 6EI~1 
L2 
and 1000 K2 =- 6EI.6. 2 
L2 
and solving £or L.\ 1 and ~ 2• 
U inter-panel loads had existed• an extra moment distribution 
tor the f'ixed end moments due to the inter-panel load or loads. would 
ha.ve been necessary. No additional. K values lfOul.d. be introduced how-
ever. am onzy four simultaneous equations would be required for the 
solution. 
It instead of the sta.tic loading o£ Figure 2. inf'luence lines 
for moving loads were required• the K values could be solved for a 
unit load• :tirst at the first interior panel point. and then at the 
second. '!he infiuence lines £or the joint moments coul.d then be 
obtained. 
1.7 
Consider now the more general. case ot a truss with curved 
chord~ ani quadrangular panels (Figure 6). This truss may be solved 
in a similar manner to the previous example. The truss has six 
panels and six joint translations as illustrated in Figure 7. 
It will be necessar.y to compute the moment distributions tor 
translations (1)~ (2)~ (3)~ & (6)~ onlYasince translations (4) and 
(5) are symmetrical with (1) and (2). The fixed end moments may be 
calculated using the equation~ 
since in this case the length~ moment ot inertia~ and lateral 
distortion~ vary trom member to member~ the tixed end moments must be 
calculated separatezy tor each member. The tixed end moments mq be 
reduced to workable figures by factoring out a constant times the 
basic translation (e.g. lOOOA 1 = K1)• The moment distribution can 
then be worked numeric~~ and Dlll.tiplied by a K f'actor tor each 
translation~ as in the previous example. 
To evaluate the six K-values tor the truss of' Figure 6~ the 
external shear in each panel, is put equal to the sum ot the vertical. 
collpGDents ot the interna1 forces in the chords ot that panel. In the 
panels where the upper chord is inclined~ both the shear and the axial 
force in the chord will have vertical components. The axia1 force IIl8\V 
be obtained trom the shear in the vertical members by considering 
equilibrium of the forces at the joints. 
nauu 6 
VIERERDBBL TRUSS WITH CURVED CHORD .AID QUADRARGULAR 
PAHII8 
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Thus ror the truss of Figure 6, a1though the moment distribution 
and the formulation or the equations is more dif'f'icult, o~ six 
simul.taneous equations are required for the so1uti.on due to any 
loading systen. 
ANALYSIS OF A VIERENDEEL BRIDGE TRUSS 
Consider the 100 rt. ~ Bridge Truss shown in Figure s. This 
truss was ~zed by D. L. Dean (2) using the Beggts De~ormeter 
apparatuB for experimenta1 stress anal,ys is. The section properties 
shown (Figure 8) are chosen to give exact similarity to the celluloid 
model used in Dean's study. 
This truss has seven panels and is there~ore twenty one times 
I 
redundant. The trus s has tria.DoCFUl.ar end panels~ which therefore pre-
cludes analysis by moment distribution~ or any method which neglects 
the e~.tect of axial deformation. The method to be used will be the 
nethod or l.east work~ taking into account the strain energies due to 
nexural ani axial stresses. 
The design of each individual member of the truss will depend 
upon the axial load ani the maximum bending moment in that member. 
Assuming that loads occur oiicy' at the panel. points~ the maximum 
berxling moment will occur at either end of the member. The required 
i.nf'ormat ion for design then, is the axial. l.oad and the bending moments 
at each end ot the member. The problem or analysis is therefore to 
construct tor each member or the truss~ in£1uence lines tor these 
three quantities. It ~till be necessary to an~e the truss ~or three 
separate loading conditions - unit l.oads at each or the first three 
interior panel points (Figure 10). 




7 Penele at 14'-J!-""99'-lli" 
Member aizes; 
lAver ehord. 
Upper eherd (herizental seetien). 
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4 
I • 726 (in u ) , 
4 
I • S98 (in. ) , 
4 
I • 726 (in.) , 
4 
I • 167 (iD.) , 
FIGURE 8 
100 Fr. SPAN VIERENDEEL BRIDGE TRUSS 
2 
J. • 26.2 (in.) 
2 
A • 28.2 (in.) 
2 
A • 26.2 (in.) 
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The lower chord members, from 1ett to right are designated L11 
L2,- U,• 
The upper chord members, ~om lef't to right are designated ul, 
u2, - u7. 
The vertical members, from left to right are designated V1, 
v2, - v7. 
Two joint ~at;e (MA and ~m) are associated with each member. 
MA shall refer to the joint moment at the le.tt hand end ot the chord 
members, and at the lower end of the vertical members. MB shall reter 
to the joint moment at the right hand end of the chord members and at 
the upper end of the vertical members. MU4B is theretore the moment 
at the right hand end of the member u4, and MV2A would be the moment 
at the lower end ot member V 2• 
It will no1r be necessary to select twenty one redundant 
internal forces and/or moments, (three must occur in each panel in 
order that all torces and/or moments selected are redundant). In this 
example, ·oint moments will be used as redundants. The positions ot 
the redundant moments are selected so as to take maximum advantage 
ot the truss symmetry and are illustrated in Figure 10. The selection 
of these moments u : redundants is equiva1ent to reducing the 
structure to a static~ determinate structure by the insertion of 
pins at these locations. 
The next step in the analysis is to express the total. internal 
strain energy as a function or the twenty one redundant moments. The 
internal strain energy tor each member is a function o~ the axi a1. 
force and the end moments on that particular member. so that it will 
be first necessar.y to expres s, ror each member. the axjal thrust and 
t he end moments in terms of the redundant moments. The positive 
directions or all. joint moments and axial forces are assumed (Figure 9) 
in order that the above quantities can be expressed as algebraic 
functions of the redundant moments (note that the directions of the 
end moments are assumed such that each member has a point or 
contratlexure). 
The end moments and axial thrusts in all members mq be found 
!rom the methods or statics . by considering the static~ determinate 
structure (Figure 10). loaded by the redundant mome~s. applied in 
pairs at the respective pins, and by a unit load at either 1. 2, or 3 
(Figure 10). The expressions obtained will be linear functions or 
the redundant moments. and will contain three al.ternate values or the 
constant term corresponding to the three positions or the unit load. 
These expressions along with the member propert.ies are tabulated in 
Table 1. 
The strain energy tor each member or the trues ~ now be 
expressed in terms or the redundant moments. The loading condition 
on each msmber is 
MA p !-(~-----~)~ 
114---,.; __....:..e-~~ MB 
TABLE 1 
- MEMBER PROPERTIES , JOINT MOMENTS & AX\Al LOADS \N TERMS OF 21 R£DUNDANTS_ 
. . LENGTH AREA M of I. . MEMBER FT. SO. IN . INf M. A MB AXIAL LOAD 
Ul 15.37 2.39 ZG.i!. 726 -MLIA Mu1B 1 99 -. 0251 MLIA - .J95MLIB - .lb9 MUIS 
1.59 
U2 15.3 7 26.Z 7Z6 -7.17 o- .SOMUZB- MLZA - .SOML28 MUZB -~ M B I.~~ - .0.?51 MLZA --110 MLZ8 -.084-5 02 
0 r. 59 
U3 /4.29 C.8.Z 898 -.2 04 ·741 -+.oB -MU3S -ML3A - Ml3B MU38 I --4-8 -.0909 MU38 - .090~ ML3B 
+S.IG 2- zz 
U4- 14.29 28.Z .?.04 • SSG 898 4.os - MU+B- ML4-A- ML4-B MU4-.B I ·II Z + .o9o9 M'L.f.B + .o~o9 Mu4B 6.1Z I G7 
U5 i 4.29 28.2. 8-~~~ MU5A 204 .556 4.08 - MUSA- MLSA-MLSB I • 112. - .0909 MU5A - .090.9 MLSA 
6.1 e , • fc 7 
UG I 5.37 Z6.2 726 MU6A -.50 M U6A - ML6B -.50 ML6A ·398 -.oZ51 MLGB- .110 ML6A -.0845MV6A • 795 
1.1'31 
U7 15.37 26.2 726 MU7A 
- ML7B -398 - .ozst ML7B- .195ML7A -.IG9Mv7A .795 
..1. I 91 
L 1 14.29 26.2 726 MLIA MLIB 'Z .Z2 - • I 82 M L1 B - • I BZ ~ lJJ 8 1.85 
. 1 •s 
L2 14.29 26.2 726 ML2A ML2B -925 I 85 
I· +B 
- .0909MUZ~ -.o~o~lrfll~ 
L3 14.29 26.2 726 ML3A -74 - .o9o9 MV3B -.o9o9ML35 ML3B I 48 
. z zz 
L4 14.Z9 2G. 2. 7Z6 ML4A .5?G ML4B I .II Z l. 67 -4- .0<}09 MU4-B + .ogo9 ML.+B 
L5 I 4.29 26.2 726 MLSA • 556 - .o9o9 Mu5A -.0909 M L5A ML5B (.112. t.G7 
L6 1429 2G.2 726 ML6A MLGB 3~ , : T 1 - .o~o9 M U'A - .o c;}o':} M LbA 
L.7 I 4.29 26-2 726 ML7A .37 - .182 ML7A - .182 MU7A M L 7B . 7+ . I • I I 
V1 5.50 J G. I /G7 MLIB + M L2A - 7d/ + Ml>IB - .50MUZ8- MLZA- .so MLZ B '· 00 + .01 MLZA +.o7MLZB -.oi M\.tA. -.o7 MLIB 0 
0 0 
V2 -zo4 0 + .o7 ML3B - .o7MLZA - .o1 MLZ5 11.0 16./ IG7 MLZB + M L3A -4 oa + MUZB- MtJ3B - ML3A - M L36 r.oo .._ ·07 ML3A 
-+B.IG 0 
-Zo4 0 
- -01 ML4B - . o 1 M L3A - • 01 ~ L 3 ~ V3 fl.O IG.f IG7 ML3B- ML4A -4 .o8 + M U3& f MU4B + ML4A + M L4-B 0 - .o1 ML4A 
-(;,.t z 1.00 I 
V4 11.0 16.1 IG7 M L4-B + ML5A MU4-B + M U5A .01 ML4-A 1-.07ML4-S -.o7f'-1L5A -. o1 ~\ L5 e, 
vs 11.0 16. I J67 ML5B + ML6A z.o4 + MU6A- Mu5A- Ml5A - MLSB .01 M L5A + .01 ML.58 .... 07 ~ll"A -. o7 M L'-B 4 08 
6.12 
V6 5.50 I b -1 , 6 7 Ml6B + ML7A MUTA -.50Ml16A-Mi,&B -.SOML6A .01 MLbA + . 07 M L6l3 -.07 ML7A -.o7ML7f> 
where, 
MA & MB are the end moments and P is the axial thrust. 
The bending moment diagram is as shown. 
MA 
The strain energy contained in an elemental length ot the 
member (dx) distance x trom t he l.ett hand end is 
du =- M2cix 
2EI 
where, M ie the bending moment distance x trom the lett hand end 
P is the axial thrust in the member 
E is Young's Modulus 
I is the moment o! inertia or the member 
and A is the cross-sectional area ot the member. 
The bending moment distance x from the lett hand end is 
M • MA - x (MA + MB) ~ 
and P is constant throughout the length o! the member, therefore, 
du :a 1 (MA - X Ml - X MB)2 dx + p2 dx 
2Ef ! "E 2ii 
Integrating over the length of the member, the strain energy 
in the member is 
t 
u =- ...!...l x2 (MA + MB)2 + I.fA.2 - x (2 MA2 + 2MA MB)dx 
2EI 2 l 
0 l 
+~l dx. 
which reduces to 
u • p2i + f (MA2 - MA.MB • MB2) 
2AE w 
All the quantities in this equation are contained in Table l.. 
Since the moments in Table l. are in units ot teet, it will be 
noceeeary to modifY this equation to keep the units consistent. Thus, 
u =- p2i, + 2:lt..l (MA2 - MA.MB + MB2) 
2iE EI 
The total strain energy in the structure is the swmnation ot 
this function over all the members ot the truss, or, 
~ u :a 1 L p2.t + a1t!. (MA2 - MA.MB + MB2) 
E 0 2A I 
where n is the number of members in the truss. 
By castigli&no's second law, the total strain energy must be a 
minimum, therefore, the partial derivatiTe ot the total energy with 
respect to each ot the redundant moments must be zero, or, 
.Q.!L - 0 - L 1 'V'KI p2 t + ~ (MA.2 - MA.MB + MB2) 
~ Mx ~Mx E L., 2A I 
0 
where Mx is one ot the redundant momenta. 'l'bis mrq be rewritten 
By putting Mx equal to each of the redundant moments in turn, 
twenty-one simultaneous equations will resul.t. 
Differentiating with respect to MLlA, it can be obsened trom 
Table 1 that o~ members Ll, Ul and Vl will be irvolved in tha 
SUIIID&tion. Evaluating the above expression for these members in that 
order gives, 
~ U =- 0 = 24 X~ (2 MLlA - MIJ..B) - .0251 X 15.37 (2.39 
C\ MLlA ---r2b 2 .2 (1.99-
- .0251 MLlA - .195 ML1B - .l.69 MUlB) 
+ ~X 15 • .17 (2 MlJA + MUJ.B) - .07 X 5.50 (1.00 
726 16.1 ( 0 + 
( 0 
+ .07 ML2A + .07 ML2B - .07 MLlA - .07 J;1IJ.B) 
(1.59 
The terms involving ML2A and ML2B are negligible, and this 
equation reduces to 
.0592 
1.96 ML1A - .467 MLlB + .508 MUlB :a .0293 - - - - - - - - - - - (1) 
.02,35 
Similarly differentiating with respect to the other twenty 
redundant moments • 
~ U = 0 1 gives 
~ ML1B 
- .467 MLlA + 2.565 ML1B - .753 MUlB + 2.37 ML2A 
-5·14 / 
+ .393 ML2B + .395 MD2B·= .410----------- (2) 
.329 
~ U :a 0, gives 
~MUlB 
.509 MLlA - -754 MLlB + 2.63 l~ - 2 • .37 ML2A 
ll.SO 
-·790 ML2B - .790 MU~ :a .380 - - - - - - - - - (3) 
.,304 
~ U ::a 0, gives 
~ML2A 
2.37 MLlB - 2 • .37 MUlB + 6.71 ML2A + 1.23 NL2B 
-24.30 
+ 2.20 MU2B = .0712 - - - (4) 
.0234 
d U = 0, gives 
~l·1L2B 
.39.3 MLlB - • 790 r.1UlB + 1. Z3 lv!L2A + 4. 77 l4L2B 
-12.43 
-.670 MU2B + 4.74 MIJA + 1.58 ML3B + 1.58 MU3B = ~ 6.12 - - - - - (5) 
~ U = 0, gives 
c)MU2B 
.395 MLlB - .790 MUlB + 2.20 ML2A - .670 ML2B 
14.56 
-6.41 
+5.34 MU2B - 4.74 ML3A - 3.16 ML3B - 3.16 MU3B = 13.09 - - - - - (6) 
-25.65 
~ U :a 0, gives 
~ ML.3A 
4. 74 lo1L2B - 4. 74 MU2B + 11.20 ML3A + 5.04 ML.3B 
~ U =- o, gives 
JML3B 
-11.22 
+ 5.88 MUJB :a -22.51 - - - - (7) 
44-97 
1.58 ML2B - ,3.16 MU2B + 5.04 ML3A + 8.04 ML3B 
-11.15 
+2.73 MU3B - 4.74 ML4A - 1.58 MU4B - 1.58 ML4B = -22.36 - - - -- (8) 
22.61 
30 
~ U • 0 1 gives 
.~MU3B 
1.58 HL2B - 3.16 MU2a + 5.885 ML3A + 2.73 ML)B 
-2.26 
+8.62 MU)B + la..74 ML4A + 3.16 MU4B + 3.16 ML4B • -4.53 - - - - - -(9) 
54-70 
~ U :s o, gives 
~MI4A 
-4.74 MlaB + 4.74 MU)B + 11.19 MLU + ;.88 MU4B 
11.23 
+ 5.04 ML4B - 22.46 - - - - - {10) 
33.73 
~ U • 0, gives 
C)MU4B 
-1.58 ML3B + 3.16 MIJ3B + ;.SS ML4A + 8.62 MU4B 
8.74 
+ 2.73 ML4B + ).16 MU5A - 1.58 ML5A •17.46 - - - - - - (ll 
26.19 
~ U • 0 1 gives 
~Ml4B 
-1.58 ML3B + ).16 MD3B + 5.04 ML4A + 2.73 MU4B 
7.95 
+ 8.04 ML4B - 1.58 MU5A + ).16 ML5A • 15.89 - - - - - (12) 
23.91 
d U • 0 1 gives 
~MU5A 
).16 MU4B - 1.58 MI4B + 8.62 MU5A + 2.73 ML5A 
8.84 
+ 5.88~: ML5B - 3.16 MU6l + 1.58 ML6A =- 17.68 - - - - - (13) 
26.51 
~ U :a o, gives 
~ML5A 
-1.58 MU4B + ).16 ML4B + 2.73 MU5A + 8.04 ML5A 
8.o6 
+ 5.04 ML5B- ).16 MU6A + 1.58 ML6A• 16.12----- -(14) 
24.18 
M = 0 1 gives 
5.88 )RJ5A + 5.04 ML5A + ll.l9 ML5B - 4.74 MU6A 
~--U__ = 0 1 gives ~ 
11.2.3 
+ 4-74 ML6A = 22.46 - - - - - (15) 
.3.3.68 
-3.16 ~ID5A - ,3.16 ML5A - 4.74 ML5B + 5.34 MU6A 
-6.4]. 
-.670 ML6A + 2.20 ML6B - .790 MU7A + • .395 ML7A a 12.82 - - - - - (16) 
19.24 
~,. o, gives 
1.58 MU5A + 1.58 ML5A + 4.74 ML5B - .670 MU6A 
3.06 
+4.77 ML6A + 1.23 ML6B - .790 MU7A + .393 ML7A a 7.33 - - - - - (17) 
9.00 
o U = o, gives 
~ML6B 
220 MU6A + 1.23 ML6A + 6.70 ML6B - 2.37 MU7A 
~ U =- 0, gives 
~MU7A 
.0059 
+ 2.37 1!fL7A a .0117 - - - - - - {lS) 
.0175 
-.790 MU6A - .790 ML6A - 2.37 ML6B + 2.6.3 l-1D7A 
~ U :a 0 1 gives 
ML7A 
.076 
- .754 ML7A + .509 ML7B a .152 - - - - - (19) 
.228 
.395 MU6A + • .39.3 ML6A + 2.37 ML6B - • 754 MU7 A 
~u 
~ML7B 
a o, gives 
.082 
+ 2.57 ML7A - .468 ML7B =- .164 - - - - - - (a>) 
.246 
.0059 
.509 MU7A - .468 ML7A + 1.96 J,tL7B = .0111 - - - - - - - - - - -
.0175 
(21) 
The above twenty one equations with twenty one unknOlrllls each 
contain 'three alternate constant terms, corresponding to the three 
positions ot the unit load. These equations l'llQ" now be arranged in 
the matrix form, with a conmon coetticient matrix and three constan-t 
vectors. (see next page) 
1 . 2. 3. 
1 .. 96 -.467 .SOB \-1LIA . o5~l .OZ~3 .oz35 
-.467 2.565 -.753 2.37 .393 .395 \'1Ll8 -5\4- . +'o • 329 
-509 -.754 2.~3 -2.37 -.790 -.790 MutE> 1\ Bo .380 .304-
2 37 -2.37 ~- 71 1.2.3 z.zo \1L2A -Z4 3o . 017Z .02~4 
.393 -. 790 . 1.23 4.77 • {,70 +.74 1.58 1.58 ML2e> -12 43 - '.12 14 56 
.395 
-. 790 Z.20 -.670 5.34 -4.74 -3.16 -3.1 f> V.uze -6 41 13.09 -25 GS 
4.74 -4.74 ll. 20 5.04 5.88 MUA - \.ll -zz. Sl 44.~7 
I 58 -3. 16 5.04 8.04 Z.13 -4.74 -J.58 -1.58 ML3& -11.15 -ZZ.3G. 22.bl 
I. 58 -3. \G 5.885 2.73 8 .bz 474 3.1 e, 31G Mu3B - c. z~ -4.53 54.7c 
-4.74 +. 74- 11.19 5.88 5o+ .\1 L.4A II 2 3 22 .4'=' 33. 73 
-\.58 3.110 5.88 B.Gz 2.73 31~ - 1.58 X M u+S - 8 .14 17. 4-6 Zi>. l0 
-I. 58 3lb 504 2.73 8 .04 -L58 '316 ~1 L+3 7. 95 15 s~ 23 ~' 
3.1(; -l.58 8.62 273 5.885 
-3. '" 1.58 
M uSA 8 .84 :7.68 2b.St 
-1.58 3.1" 2.73 8.04- 5.04 -3.1' 158 MLSA 8.C6 lb.IZ Z4 . 1S 
5.88 5.04 1\ 19 -J..74 4-14 M L58 t l.Z 3 22.4G 33.68 
-3.tc;, -3\b -4.74- 5 .34- -.b70 2.20 -.790 .395 .\1 ObA -,. 4-1 -1'2 82 -J-:),24-
1.58 1.58 4.74 -.,10 +77 1.23 -.790 .~~~ Mu.A 3. 0~ 7.33 9 . 80 
Z. l.O I.Z3 '70 -2 37 2.37 M .s . oo59 .ol/7 . 0115 
-.7~0 -.790 -l.37 2. ~3 -.754- . 509 MuiA .o-;6 .1 52 .zz 8 
• .395 
.393 2 .37 -. 754 2 57 -.468 ML7 4 • oS2. . I ~4 . 24-o 
.So9 -.-4-bB 1.96 ~!..70 ooS~ . 0 1 1 ~ . ~ t7 5 
SIMULTANEOUS . EQ.UA\\ONS ARRANGED \N MATRIX fO~M. 
The solut:ion of these equations by a manual method woul.d 
represent an almost insurmountable obstacl.e in the ana.lysis. 
The equations in this example were solved tor the author by 
Mr. W. D. Vanderslice, Senior Engineer, Missouri State Highway 
Department, using the IBM 650 Electronic Digital Computer at Jefferson 
Cit7, Missouri. 
The program used was from the IBM 650 program library, :t.Ue 
number 5.2.001, Matrix Inversion, by D. W. Sweeney of IBM, Endicott. 
This program. will solve, to eight place accuracy, b seta ot 
simultaneous linear equations w.i. th b constant vectors and a common 
coett:l.cient matrix or order n, with the lim:itation that, 
n2 + nb ~ 1764 
It can be seen that in this example with n =r 21, and b = J, 
the solution is well within the capacity of the machine. The 
solution ot the equations was obtained in thirty minutes (ten 
minutes for each constant vector). 
The solution of the equations· give three alternate values 
tor each ot the redundant moments. These values may now be 
substituted :in the expressions of Table 1, to obtain the end moments 
and axial thrusts on the members, tor each position ot the unit load. 
The resu1ting values are tabulated (Table 2) in the form ot influence 
coefficients. (Note that a positive sign indicates that the force or 
moment i s in the same direction as that assumed (Figure 9), whereas a 






U3 • 6 
U4 .67 
u 5 .51 
U6 .47 
u 7 .4]. 




L 5 .51 
L6 .44 
L7 .)8 
v 1 .586 
V2 .225 
v 3 0 
V4 -.Q(J7 




MA MB Axial 
"' 
! MB Axial lead load 
I 
-.045 1.489 1.85 -.cn.39 .371 ]};56 
- 2.972 - 1.029 1.84 -.4~ I .set, 1.64 
-.358 -.692 1.56 - l.S7? -.410 1.73 
.393 .652 1.28 1.144 .932 1.74 
.2{}J .742 1.00 .668 1.69S 1.45 
-.325 .191 .88 -.812 .319 1.33 
-.042 -.OQ) .81 .~o .034 1.21 
.045 1.680 1.71 .014 .405 1.44 
-3.160 - 1.047 1.70 -.417 .840 1.54 
-.338 -.652 1.56 - 1.575 -.518 1.72 
.w. .581 1.28 I 1.(YJ6 I .968 1.74 
.281 .scs 1.00 .594 1.123 1.45 
-.420 .1B1 .83 -.186 .360 1.26 
-.032 . ()()) .74 -.1~ -.034 1.12 
- 1.480 -1.483 0 -.012 -.029 .045 I 
- 1.385 ,_ 1.387 .824 -.735 : -.771 .188 
-1.~ - l.CSS .0(1, j-1.554 ,- 1.551. .582 
.862 .861 .020 I 1.562 1.600 -.(]17 
.388 .417 .100 l .937 l .883 .229 
.149 .1.49 .022 .256 .379 -.cn.6 
TABLE 2 
INFLUENCE ORDINATES FOR JOINT MOMENTS &'lD DIRECT STRESSES 
(Mom nt influence ord ates in tt.) 
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MA I M B' 
I 
I 
















.(YJ(,I .CJ71 1.619 1.640 
1.021 I 1.051 
.370 .343 
From Table 2, the three int1uence lines (MA, MB & axial throst) 
tor each member mq be drawn. The right hand side or the influence 
line is obtained directly from Table 2, and the left hand side from 
the symnetrical member in the truss. care must be taken to see that 
the directions assumed {Figure 9) in the symmetrica1 member are in -the 
earns sense as the directions assumed in the member under consideration. 
tor members v 2' ~ and u.3 are shown, 
(Figures ll, 12 and l3). 
~ 
• 











Int1uenoe line tor moment at 10W8r end (M A) 
i 
• 













"' Intluenoe line ter momt!tnt at L.H. end (M A) 
"" ('f\ • N 
IDtluence liDe ~or moment at R,H. eDd (M B) 
FIGURB 12 
INFLUENCE LiliES FOR MEMBER L 3 
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Infiuence line tor ax' sl load 
0 
~ 








Inrluenoe line ~or mo11ent at R.H. end (M B) 
I 
FIGURE 13 
INFLUENCE LINES FOR MEMBER U .3 
DESIGN PROCEDURE 
In the design of Vierendeel Trusses, in common with all 
indeterminate structures, it is necessary to know the member properties 
before the a~sis can be ett_cted. It the a.na.qsis neglects axial 
deformations, the ratios of the moments ot inertia of the members must 
be knONn. It the ~sis includes the etf'ect of axial forces the 
moments ot inertia and areas ot the members must be known. 
The procedure in design, theref'ore, (assum:l.Dg the truss 
geometrr has been established by economic depth to apan ratio, and 
aesthetic considerations) is to se1ect trial member sizes, and proceed 
with the anal1'sis using these member propertiea. The stresses com-
puted are then examined, and adjustments are made to the trial member 
sizes. The structure is then re~ed and the process is repeated 
until the optimum result is obtained. 
In the design ot Vierendeel Tru.ases where each anaqsia in-
volves a considerable amount of' work, it an accurate estimate is 
made ot the member sizes for the first trial, two ~sea should 
suttice in all cases . A complete knowledge, on the part of the 
designer, ot the moment and shear distribution to be expected in this 
type of' truss will enable this accurate tirst tria1 to be made. 
The subsequent anaqses, after the tirst, will not require 
nearq eo much labor, as a great part of the analysis will be 
unaffected. In the ~sis ot the 100 tt. span bridge trwss, tor 
example, adjusted member properties would require changes onJ¥ in the 
actual evaluation of the equations, and a new set ot equations tor 
the adjusted member sizes could be obtained fair~ quick~. U the 
program t'or the complete ana,4rsis is available• it would be necessaey 
only to substitute the new member properties in the input data. and 
re-run the probldn. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCIJJSIONS 
In the literature available. in the &glte l.anguage• on the 
an~sis ot Vierendee1 Trusses. no cons~deration is given to 
structures in which the efEect ot the deformations due to axial and 
shearing stresses are appreciable. 
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In cases where these deformations are not appreciable ( trussee, 
with quadrangular panels and relatively flexible members), the author 
considers the so call.ed short-cut methods which have been developed to 
be interior to the anal.ysis by moment distribution shown in this work. 
In the shor1;-cut methods two radic~ dit.terent assumptions as to the 
position ot the point of contraflexnre in the vert.ical members have 
been recommended. The moment distribution method however, contains 
no assumption {outside the basic premises of the elastic theor,y) other 
than the neglect or the axial deformations. The number of simul-
taneous equations is reduced to a workable number, and in addition 
moment distribution is the method with which most engineers are 
familiar. 
In bridge trusses o.t the Vierendeel :torm which have triangular 
end panels (a very common feature in bridge trusses), the axial 
detornations carmot be ignored. In a suspension bridge tower ot the 
vierendeel form, where the members are very deep compared to the 
distance between the chords, the axial deformations and even the shear 
deformations could be appreciable. The solution ot problems such as 
the above has previously been so long and tedious as to be tot~ 
impracticable. 'lhe advent of the electronic digita1 computer however. 
has made the exact solution of these and other highlY indeterminate 
systems possible. 
The general program for the anal¥sis ot trusses with rigid 
joints described by B. w. Clough (8). appears to be the ultimate 
s::>lution ot the problem. It i s applicable to all truss problems. it 
takes into account the effects of flexural• axial and shear 
deformations. the resul.ts are very accurate and are spe~ obtained• 
and the optimum design is ckly arrived at. since it is a simple 
matter to change the member properties in the input data and re-run 
the probl.em. 
Specialized struct ural programs such as the above are not yet 
widely available tor all makes ot computers, although routine 
mathematical programs such as the solution ot simul.taneous equations 
are obtainable for all commercial computers. Until the specialized 
structural programs have been developed, or it the program is not 
availabl.e• the method ot analysis illustrated, using a digital 
computer to solve the simultaneous equations would be quite practical. 
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